Hyundai tiburon stereo

It was known as the Hyundai Coupe in some European markets and Indonesia. The model had
been released in two generations RC over its lifespan and in that time these generations have
been subject to periodic facelifts. These facelifts have attempted to keep the car up to date with
various safety improvements and a mixture of changes to exterior and interior styling. The GK
Tiburon was introduced in as a model and ended production in before being replaced by the
Hyundai Veloster. Tiburon first began production in late It was available in a few foreign markets
with engine choices of either 1. In the United States, the Tiburon was first offered in with base
models using the Elantra's 1. The 2. In the Tiburon lost its weaker 1. All versions of the Tiburon
manufactured from to are known as "RD" Tiburons. The MacPherson strut suspension was
co-developed with Porsche. Its appearance was a revival of coke bottle styling , popular during
the s and s. There were various options, with or without ABS, 2 airbags , leather, and sunroof.
Various special editions were also produced, focusing primarily on cosmetic modifications and
improvements. The "F2" non Evolution was released in July Only available in the UK, the "F2"
model sold approximately units in total during and , making the "F2" a slightly rarer model than
the "F2 Evolution" which followed. An enhanced version of the UK-spec 2. This latter colour, a
vivid bright blue, was unique to the "F2"; no other Hyundai models were ever made available in
Racing Blue mica. The "F2" modifications included 16" diameter x 7. These wheels were fitted
with carbon-fibre effect centre-caps incorporating the "F2" logo within. These wheels were
high-quality for an OEM alloy wheel, weighing only The "F2" also featured a deeper and more
aggressive front spoiler, incorporating an oval chrome mesh grille insert. The front carpet mats
were inlaid with rectangular silver-coloured "Coupe F2" badges. Two further items were
available free to the first five-hundred Hyundai Coupe F2 buyers. Firstly, there was a large
aluminium-bound "F2" art book, including various artistic photographs and designer images of
the Coupe F2. These books were signed inside by rally driver Kenneth Eriksson, one of
Hyundai's drivers in the F2 World Rally Championship at the time. Secondly, there was an
aluminium key-fob, fitted with an LED light and supplied in a small silver-coloured box labelled
"Lexon Design Concept". Both of these items were packaged together in a large silver
cardboard box with "F2" printed onto the lid. These items were supplied by the dealer upon
collection of the new car. During , there was prominent press and billboard advertising in the
UK to promote the new "Coupe F2". These advertisements incorporated the tag-line, "On
average, men think about the F2 every 6 seconds. The "F2 Evolution" became available on 14
June , almost one-year after the "F2" had appeared. The "F2" was discontinued and the new "F2
Evolution" effectively replaced it. The "F2 Evolution" was available with just two colour options,
either Silver metallic or Cobalt Blue metallic. It was intended as a limited edition of units, though
units were eventually produced. Standard 2. Wheels were 16" diameter x 7. There were "F2
Evolution" badges on the front wings and rear valance. Inside, there was an uprated Sony
stereo, "Coupe F2 Evolution" monogrammed aluminium kick plates, thicker lambswool carpets
and cream instrument dials incorporating "F2 Evolution" logos. The front carpet mats were
inlaid with silver-coloured circular "Coupe F2 Evolution" badges. The armrest lid between the
front seats was covered in stitched leather rather than the molded plastic found on lesser
models. The gear leaver gaiter was of smooth leather, with a chrome trim surround at the base,
manufactured by Richbrook. The gear-knob was of a unique design and had a chrome finish.
Additionally, new brake pads were co-developed for the F2 Evolution by MSD and AP Racing ,
these new pads provided better "bite" and improved fade resistance. The mechanical changes
were limited to the camshaft and exhaust improvements. Each car was supplied with a metal
MSD badge. This was fitted onto the bulkhead inside the engine bay. Unlike with the previous
year's "F2" model, this time no dealer-supplied art-book was supplied. However, a range of "F2
Evolution" lifestyle accessories were made available through Hyundai dealerships, such as "F2
Evolution" branded pens, chairs, clothing and umbrellas etc. The RD2 received a facelift that
altered the front and rear bumpers and also provided a refreshed interior dash. The rear bumper
is also reformed receiving larger taillights. ABS , leather seats, and a sunroof were available in a
package. The previous-generation Tiburon was discontinued in after five years in production.
Hyundai launched a revised Tiburon in for the model year, giving it new styling, larger
dimensions, and an optional V6 engine. In the US, base and GT V6 models were offered with
standard front side airbags and optional anti-lock brakes. A five-speed manual transmission
was standard, and a four-speed automatic was optional. The automatic unit had a manual shift
gate. Also optional on the GT V6 was a six-speed manual gearbox. Tuscani models had all the
upgrades being the "Elite" model with separate badging to set it apart from all other models.
Both had standard four-wheel disc brakes. Leather upholstery was standard in the GT V6, as
well as a rear spoiler high spoiler std. Aluminium pedals and a sunroof were optional. In , all GT
V6s received 17" wheels. It featured a "Special Edition" decal-style badge underneath
"Tiburon", sport cloth upholstery, a Kenwood stereo, red painted front brake calipers, and

multigauges above the radio. Only the 6-speed and automatic transmissions were available. The
new design received praise from a number of automotive journalists, some of which compared
it to the Ferrari The SE was now a separate trim from the GT models. Hyundai's four-cylinder
engine went into the GS, while the other two held the 2. A five-speed manual transmission was
standard. A four-speed automatic with a manual shift was optional for GS and GT models, but
the SE had exclusive use of a six-speed manual gearbox. Anti-lock brakes was standard on the
SE and optional for the GT coupe, which could be equipped with leather upholstery. GS coupes
rode on inch wheels, versus inch for other models. All-disc brakes and front side airbags were
standard. Anti-lock brakes were made standard on all model Tiburons. In the UK, three models
were available before and after the facelift: the 1. The 1. Both other models have twin exhausts
and leather seats as standard. The six-speed gearbox was also standard on the V6 model. A
popular modification saw owners of the first GK model removing the air-filter resonator box.
The resonator box was located directly in front of the front left hand side wheel, behind the
fender. This allowed for a greater airflow to the air filter, gaining a minimal increase of brake
horsepower bhp. Hyundai also released a new color for their Tiburon called Regatta blue,
between Tidal Wave blue and Midnight blue, which is Metallic. This color is also available for the
Elantra and Tiburon. In Greece S model and perhaps other countries, due to high taxation in
hi-displacement engines, a 1. Fuel consumption was 6. Hyundai conducted minor tweaks to the
'GK' model in September for the model year. The vehicle incorporated reworked sleeker
blackened "smoked" headlights, redesigned rear tail lights, more aggressive front air dam, a
different range of alloy wheel designs, colored stitching on leather seats half leather seats
available for the 1. This was an upgrade from the GT V6. It included an upgraded tan leather
interior, automatic climate controls, a w Infinity 6-disc in dash stereo with 10" subwoofer , an
upgraded gauge cluster, and side markers. In Australia, a limited edition TS was released in
October It had a unique "tiger orange" color paintjob a color that was not available for any other
model and an extra high rear spoiler. Black leather trim with red stitching, sunroof and other
extras were included as standard. The name TS stands for "Tiger Shark", referring to its
exclusive orange color and the shark origins of the Tiburon name. Only 80 of these TS models
were released. Each had an individually numbered ID plate inside the driver's door frame.
Number 1 had a manual transmission, and number 80 had an automatic transmission. A limited
edition TS of the model was also released in It was available in a unique "vivid blue" paintjob.
Only 62 of these were released. The tail lights are similar to the RD2 and GK1 but are somewhat
smaller and reflect an aftermarket styling. The fenders lose the "gill fins" and other small
changes are seen. The interior is updated with brushed aluminium accents, new blue backlight
scheme for gauges and instrumentation and new seats. This upgraded, limited edition included
quilted leather interior with embroidered logos, stiffer sports suspension, quad exhaust exit
pipes, a higher level rear spoiler and an anthracite finish to the alloy wheels. This is the last
model made. The exact specification depends on model and the region where it was sold but
these are some of the features available:. A four-speed automatic transmission with Shiftronic
was available for all models. In the UK and Middle East, the 5-speed manual is standard on the
1. In some markets the model is sold and branded as a Tuscani. For example, in South Korea.
The Tuscani wears a circular badge containing a smaller circle of black and grey horizontal bars
which is overlaid with a letter 'T' painted gold on the left and silver on the right. Even in markets
where the car is sold as a Hyundai Tiburon or Hyundai Coupe, the name Tuscani has become
quite popular. Many cars have been modified aftermarket to be rebadged with Tuscani emblems.
In Canada, a special edition of the Tiburon is sold as a "Tuscani edition". There was a rumour
that Hyundai is considering a plan to branch off the Tuscani name as a complete sub brand for
more exclusive, sporty, and upmarket models. The existence of the name is most likely to
achieve greater sales where the Hyundai name has cloying associations with more budget
products. In some markets, the badge was used with the Tiburon name. For example, the photo
of the badge is from the front an Australian model Tiburon TS, which used the badge on the
front and rear exterior with the Hyundai logo on the steering wheel. In some markets secondary
badging may denote engine size and variations such as trim, wheel, and other options. In
certain markets, certain exterior colors are not available and identification may require noticing
subtle local differences such as alloy wheels, spoilers or dealer fit options such as in car
entertainment systems. These can all change from year to year and from market to market, so
the variation is quite significant. One notable difference is that the 1. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 12 May Archived from the original on 16 July Retrieved
28 August Retrieved 3 May Retrieved 28 March Auto Express. Retrieved 8 October Archived
from the original on 23 June Retrieved 17 March Archived from the original on 13 March
Archived from the original on 2 July Archived from the original on 17 October Retrieved 10
January Archived from the original on 10 January Archived from the original PDF on 9 March
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